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CATEGORICAL SEMANTICS FOR HIGHER ORDER
POLYMORPHIC LAMBDA CALCULUS

R. A. G. SEELY

Abstract. A categorical structure suitable for interpreting polymorphic lambda calculus
(PLC) is defined, providing an algebraic semantics for PLC which is sound and complete. In
fact, there is an equivalence between the theories and the categories. Also presented is a
definitional extension of PLC including "subtypes",for example, equality subtypes, together
with a construction providing models of the extended language, and a context for Girard's
extension of the Dialectica interpretation.

?0. Introduction.Since its development in the early 1970's by Girard [1972] and
independently by Reynolds [1974], the polymorphic lambda calculus (PLC) has
been the object of increasing study. In this paper I shall define a categorical structure
suitable for interpreting PLC, thus providing a smooth, algebraic semantics for
PLC. The usual soundness and completeness theorems are valid for this semantics;
in fact, we shall show an equivalence between the theories and the categorical
structures. Furthermore, I shall present a definitional extension of PLC to include
"subtypes",the most important of which are equality subtypes, and a construction
on the categorical structures which provides a suitable semantics for the extended
language. A bonus of this construction is the creation of a type of natural numbers,
thus providing the context needed for the Dialectica interpretation given by Girard
[1972]. Finally, in order that the semantics presented here may be compared easily
to that of Bruce and Meyer [1984], I shall describe the model of closure operators in
co,due to McCracken [1979] and Scott [1976], in some detail.
Girard introduced PLC in [1971], [1972] to extend Gddel's Dialectica interpretation to analysis; this origin is illuminating because it suggests we regard PLC as a
higher order version of Gddel's system of functionals. If for simplicity we ignore the
natural numbers component of these systems, Gddel's system reduces to typed
lambda calculus and PLC is just a higher order typed lambda calculus. (The term
"polymorphic" has two connotations: one is just "multi-sorted" or "typed", and the

second refersto the ability to pass types as parameters in term and type expressions,
as we shall see.) This means that PLC permits "type abstraction" as well as the usual
first order lambda abstraction. For example, for any type a we have the identity
function for a, Ax E a * x; abstracting with respect to a gives a "universal identity"
function A c. Ax cE * x. To these two kinds of lambda abstraction correspond two
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kinds of "functiontype":the identity for a is of type a v a (or ax), while the universal
cx
v 0c.
identity is of type Hot
Independently, Reynolds [1974] introduced the second order fragment of PLC as
an illustration of the type structure of programming languages which are typed (to
allow syntactic checking) and yet which allow the formation of such "uniform"
constructions as the universal identity considered above. In fact, PLC is very
powerful: all provably total recursive functions can be represented in PLC,
provable, that is, in higher order arithmetic (second order, for Reynold's fragment)
(Girard [1972]). Nevertheless, it is simple enough to be a useful prototype for
studying properties of programming languages embodying the principles Reynolds
described, such as HOPE and ML (Burstall et al. [1980]; Milner [1984]).
Using the Howard formulae-as-types isomorphism, we can look at PLC in
another way: the types of PLC are formulae of intuitionist higher order type theory
(or propositional calculus), and the terms are derivations (of their types, with
assumptions as the types of free variables). Under this interpretation Hao U[ac]is
universal quantification: if one has a derivation a[ac] of a[a], with appropriate
conditions on ox,then A ox*a[ac] is the corresponding derivation of Vac*a[ac]. It was
via this idea that Girard proved the syntactic form of Takeuti's conjecture from
normalisation for PLC [1971].
Probably the most elegant formulation of the semantics of lambda calculus is via
Cartesianclosed categories (Lambek and Scott [1986]). The purpose of this paper is
to describe the corresponding categorical semantics for PLC, with the intent of
achieving a similar conceptual simplification of other known semantics, such as that
of Bruce and Meyer [1984]. Indeed, from the considerations above, a good idea of
what to expect is evident. For we start from the well-known equivalence between
typed lambda calculii and Cartesianclosed categories (Lambek and Scott [1986]).
To permit the higher order function types Ha - aoc[], the categorical structure must
also be "complete" in some sense, i.e., must allow the formation of "arbitrary"
products (or at least "uniformly defined" ones). Of course this is impossible (see
Reynolds [1984], for example). The way around this dilemma is to interpret the
categorical structure in an appropriate "universe":a "PL category" should be an
internalcomplete Cartesianclosed category in some other category than the category
of Sets (see ?2.5).
Another approach to this notion is via the analogy with type theory: the semantics
for type theory is given by toposes (Lambek and Scott [1986]), and so to get PLC we
need only replace the notion of entailment (used to construct toposes) with the
richer structure of deductions as given in PLC (see ?2.4).
Some remarks concerning presentation: Girard's original system [1972] was a
higher order type theory, unlike his system in [1971] or Reynolds [1974], which
only contain a second order fragment of the full system. I have retained the full
higher order feature, since the categorical semantics seem more natural in this
setting: see, for example, the description of the closure operator model in ?3.
Whereever "functionstypes" occur, I have also included "product types";in the case
of "orders"this introduces new orders, but does not essentially alter the content of
the theory. (Girard's system had product types, but not product orders.) Girard's
system also had sum types and a type of natural numbers: I completely omit the
former, and leave a discussion of the latter to ?7.
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A more important modification of the original Girard/Reynolds system has to do
with the equality rules or axioms: in addition to the usual reduction (or /3)rules, I
also requireexpansion (or i) rules. So, for instance, every term of a function type is a
function, and every term of a product type is an ordered pair. This is standard from
the categorical viewpoint, where it amounts to admitting the two "triangle
equalities" which define an adjunction. (See the book by Lambek and Scott [1986],
for instance.)
An early version of the semantics defined in this paper was developed in Seely
[1979], amounting to "internal PL categories", as in ?2. The current presentation
owes much to conversations with F. Lamarche, whom I thank for his helpful
insights. In particular, the construction of ?6 is based on a generalisation due to
Lamarche [1985] of the "Freyd cover" construction. This work was done while
I had the help of a grant from the Fonds F.C.A.R., Quebec. A preliminary
announcement of these results appeared in Seely [1986a], [1986b]. I would also like
to acknowledge the suggestions of the referee, especially with regard to the
amplification of my introductory remarks.
?1. Polymorphic lambda calculus. To begin with, I shall give an informal
definition of the type theory or polymorphic lambda calculus used in the paper,
leaving the most important technical points until later. (The lesser points will be left
to the reader.)However, I should note that, again following categorical precedent, I
shall define what is meant by "a"(not "the")polymorphic lambda calculus; what is
usually meant by "the" polymorphic lambda calculus is the free one (on some
collection of generators).
Roughly speaking, PLC consists of four sorts of objects: orders,operators,types,
and terms.The orders describe the kinds of objects the theory is talking about: one
kind of object is the types, and these make up the order Q; another kind of object is
functions which assign types to types, and these make up the order Q'. Operators
are just functions from one kind of objects to another kind; in particular, operators
from some kind of object to types (i.e., A -f Q) are themselves called types (with a free
variable of order A). (In this paragraph, there is a definite blurring of the distinction
between functions from A to B and objects in BA, but I think it can be useful at times
to think of an expression with a free variable as the corresponding closed functional
expression, just as is done in the phrase "the function x2 + 1".) Finally, the types
carry a structure allowing for the creation of products and function types, as
described in the Introduction; the terms are the objects of the individual types.
Notice that a term may have free variables of two different sorts: term variables of
specified types, and operator variables of specified orders. (For example the term
A /3 Ax Eco *Ay E / *x has no free term variables of any type, but it has a free type
D
I hope these remarks will make
variable ox(of order 0). It is of type H/B* vD
vcx.)
of
the intended interpretation the syntax below clear; a more precise version of these
remarks is the essential content of the semantics of ?4, in terms of the categorical
structures of ?2. (See especially the remarks in 1.2, 2.4, and 2.5:)
DEFINITION 1.1. A PL theory Z consists of three collections of objects: orders,
operators, and terms. Each operator and each term has an "arity";that is to say, each
operator is of a certain order, and may have free variables in it ranging over certain
orders. Similarly, each term is of a certain type, and may have free variables in it
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ranging over certain types. (A type is a special kind of operator.) Each of these
collections may have a given set of constant symbols, with appropriate arities for
operators and terms. Furthermore, they must be closed under the following rules:
(1.1.1. Orders)1 and Q are orders; if A and B are orders, then A x B and 2A are
also orders.
(1.1.2. Operators)In the following, "a E A" means a is an operator of order A; the
rest of the arity is left unspecified for simplicity.
For each order, there is a countable set of variable operators (called
"indeterminates").
* E 1. T E Q.
If a, eQ 2, then a A z and a z eQ .
If a E Q and oxis an indeterminate of order A, then EacE A *a and Hote A *a E Q.
(xI)IfaeA,zeB,then
<a,z> eA x B.
(xE) If a e A x B, then ic1a e A, 7t2a e B.
(PI) If oxis an indeterminate of order A and a E Q, then [cxE A: a] E OA.
(PE) If ze A, ae OA, then a(z) e Q.
DEFINITION1.1.3. A type is an operator of order Q.
(1.1.4. Terms)In the following, "a E z" means a is a term of type z; the rest of the
arity is left unspecified for simplicity.
For each type, there is a countable set of variable terms (called "variables").
(TI) * E T.
(DI) If a e-z, x a variable of type a, then Ax ea a a vD z.
(D E) If a e a D , b e a, then a(b) E T.
(A I) If a e a, be z, then <a, b> e a A T.
(A E) If a e a A z, then 7t a e a, 7r2ae z.
(PI) If cxis an indeterminate of order A, a E Q, -cE A, then Ia.
D Ea
E[z/x]
E A *a. When clear from the context, we shall denote this term by I, or even by I; in
e A *a.
particular, if b E a[z/oc], then I(b) E Eaos
(ME) If a E a D p, acan indeterminate of order A which is not free in p nor in the
type of any free variable in a, then VcxE A *a E (kio e A *a) v p.
(HI) If a E a, acan indeterminate of order A which is not free in the type of any free
variable in a, then A ac A a e Htce A a.
(HE) If a E HotE A *o, z E A, then alz} e a[z/oc], where a[z/ac] is a with z
replacing ac.
(1.1.5. Equalities)In addition to statements of the form "acE A", "a E a", (the latter
only if "a E Q" has been derived), the PL theory Z will also contain equations, i.e.,
statements of the form "a = z" and "a = b"(the former only if "a E A" and "z e A",
the latter only if "a E Q", "a E a", and "b E a", have been derived.) Z may contain
certain equations as (nonlogical) axioms. In addition, Z must contain all the usual
equality rules of reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, substitution, and change of
bound variables or indeterminates. (The variable binding symbols are A, H, [:], A
and V for indeterminate, and A for variables.) Furthermore Z has the following
rules.
(1.1.6. Equalities for operators) Using the notation of ?1.1.2:
(ired) z=*forze1.
(P red) [cxE A: a](T) = a[<Lx].
*
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(P exp) a = [a e A: u(a)].
( x red) 7r, <S.z> = a, 7r2<U.> = z.
( x exp) C = Krl1S. 2a>.
(1.1.7. Equalities for terms)Using the notation of ?1.1.4:
(T red) a = * for a E T.
(D red) (Ax E a * a)(b) = a[b/x].
(D exp) a = Ax E a *a(x).
(A red) n, <a,b>=a, r2<a,b> = b.
(A exp) a = <Krca,7r2a>.
( E red) (Va E-Aa)(I(b)) = a [r/a] (b).
(Zexp) If f Ec (a e A a) D p then f =Va
Vc A)Lxe a tf la , J4.
(This should be thought of as f = VocE A(f o I).)
(H red) (Alc e A *a){z} = az[T/a].
(Hexp) a = A a E A *a{lc}.
1.2. REMARKS. (1) When the order (respectively, type) of an indeterminate
(variable) is clear from the context, we will frequently omit it when using the
indeterminate (or variable) binding symbols, or alternately we might indicate it by
the use of a subscript, as in Hlc *(axv ax)or Ax,, a. (Note in the former, axE Q is
implied by forming axv .)
(2) The restrictions in (SE) and (HI) are just the usual restrictions familiar from
first order logic: for instance A ax*x, is not well-formed, which is just as well, for it
would then give a term of type Hlc E- * cx,in general not a desirable thing. On the
other hand, A a *Ax, *x is perfectly harmless, being the "universalidentity" term of
c (cxv cx).
type H[
(3) In ?5 we shall construct PL theories from certain categories, which will have the
property that all operators and terms will be "stratified",in the sense below. In order
that the construction generate an equivalence, we shall impose that condition now
on PL theories. (However, if the reader is unhappy with this restriction, it may
be ignored-then our construction will just give an adjunction, which in practice is
sufficient for our purposes.)
So, in forming operators a A z, a v z, a(z), <v, z>, we shall require that the same
free indeterminates appear in a and in z. (This may be accomplished by using
"dummy" indeterminates, if necessary.) Similarly, in forming terms a, we assume
that the types of a and of all free variables in a have the same free indeterminates;in
forming a(b) and <a, b> we suppose a and b have the same free variables. (Again, this
may involve the use of "dummy" variables or indeterminates.) However, we shall
not consider dummy indeterminates as possible violations of the restrictions in (SE)
and (HI): for example, in (HI) cxmay occur as a dummy in a free variable of a, in
which case it would then no longer occur free (even as a dummy) in A ac.a. (A similar
approach to first order logic may be found in Seely [1983].)
(4) Although from a syntactic viewpoint stratification may seem unnatural, it does
result in giving a PL theory the following structure: we have a "base-universe"of
orders and operators, and over each order, we have a "fibre"filled with all the types
whose free indeterminate ranges over the given order, and all the terms of those
types (whose free variables also range over such types.) (Note that with products, we
can assume without loss of generality that an expression has exactly one free
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indeterminate or one free variable.) There are two ways of going from one fibre to
another: substituting an operator for an indeterminate,and quantifying with E or fl,
which replaces an indeterminate of order A x B by one of order B. Note that the
fibre over 1 consists of the closed types. It is precisely this kind of structure we shall
abstract in defining a PL category in ?2.
(5) In ?4, we shall interpret operators as maps in a certain category. It will be
convenient for this purpose to suppose each set of indeterminates has a canonical
well-ordering, and that in a well-formed expression, indeterminates are chosen from
each appropriate order according to these well-orders. The intention is this: if al, a2
E A, we shall interpret the operator a1 as the identity on A. If one were to write the
expression a2 in isolation, there is no reason to suppose it should be interpreted
C2> that X1 and 02 have different roles:
differently;it is only in contexts such as <Kn1
contrast this with <o,, a, >, for instance. However, minor technical problems arise if
we say a, and cX2have the same interpretation when they stand alone, but different
ones when together (but clearly K1f,LX2> should be the identity on A x A, whereas
<a,, a,> should be the "diagonal" map A -+ A x A). So we adopt a "variablelabelling" convention to avoid this problem. Of course, ideally we should dispense
with variables and indeterminates completely, and give a variable-free and
indeterminate-free presentation of PLC. This is essentially what PL categories
amount to: "the basic idea of categorical logic is that a logical theory has an intrinsic
existence independent of its presentation, and that this existence is best represented
by a category" (Seely [1982]).
?2. PL categories. We assume familiarity with the basic notions of category
theory, e.g. Mac Lane [1971].
DEFINITION 2.1. A PL category (G, S) consists of:
(i) a category S with finite products, a distinguished object Q. and exponentiation
of the form QA for A in S (precisely, for each object A of S, there is an object (2A so
that Homs(B, QA) _ Homs(A x B, Q), naturally in B), and
(ii) an indexed category G over S satisfying:
(a) for each object A in S, Obj(G(A)) Homs(A, Q), and for each morphism
f: A -f B, G(f) acts as Homs(f, Q) on objects (so G(f) is defined by composition);
(b) for each object A in S, G(A) is a Cartesianclosed category, and for each f: A
B in S, G(f) preserves the Cartesianclosed structure; and
(c) G is "weakly complete and cocomplete": for each object C in S, the canonical
indexed functor Kc: G -- Gc has left and right adjoints EC -c Kcc-i Hc.
2.2. REMARKS. (1) For more on indexed categories, one may consult Pare and
Schumacher [1978]. However, in view of condition (a), one may view G as a functor
SP-+ Cat, where Cat is the category of (small) categories, functors, and natural
transformations. For C in S, Gc is then the functor defined by GC(A) G(A x C),
and Kc: G -+ GC is the natural transformation defined by KC(A)=G(i): G(A)
-+ G(A x C), for ic: A x C -+ A the projection. For f a morphism of S, it is usual to
write f* for G(f) when G is clear from the context.
(2) The effect of G is to give a categorical structure (externally) to the object Q
of S. In fact, the Yoneda lemma implies that in a PL category, there will be
E, Z, Hc: Qc( Q which induce the
morphisms T :1 -+Q, A, D:( x 2 -Q
-
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structure on G for objects. For example, if a, z: A --*Q are objects of G(A), then
UA

z =

AQ

Q

x

is their product. The morphism KC: Q , Qc inducing the external Kc always existsit is the "constant"(or K-combinator) am Ax *a.
DEFINITION2.3. A functor F: (G, S) -* (G', S') of PL categories consists of a
functor Fo:S -* S' preserving finite products and exponents of the form QA, and an
S-indexed functor F1: G -* F*G' which preserves artesian closedness and weak
completeness and cocompleteness.
Here F*G' is the indexed category over S defined by F*G'(A) = G'(FO(A)).F1
preserving weak completeness means that for A, C in S, the following must
commute:
C(A)

G(A x C) = Gc(A) -

' G(A)

Ft(A XC) |

FI(A)

G'(FoA x FOC)= G Foc(FOA)

Foc

)

G'(F0A)

A similar condition holds for A.
The condition that F1be S-indexed is just to guarantee that F1 commutes with f*;
viewing G and G' as functors, this means F1 is a natural transformation. PL Cat is
the category of PL categories and functors.
2.4. An analogy. For those who are familiar with the relationship between Acalculus and artesian closed categories, and more particularly between type theory
and toposes (see Lambek and Scott [1986]), the following analogy should make the
-relationship between PLC (i.e. PL theories) and PL categories clear.
Type theory
type
term
formula
derivation

PLC
order
operator
type
term

Topos/tripos; PL category
object of base category
morphism of base category
object of fibre
morphism of fibre

The idea is that PLC may be regarded as type-theory-as-a-deductive-system (in the
Lambek and Scott [1986] sense), replacing entailment between formulae with
equivalence classes of derivations. (The equivalence relation is the smallest making
A a product, v an exponent, T a terminal object, and E, Hadjoints to K, i.e. infinite
sums and products.) In fact, ignoring the natural numbers object N of type theory,
the orders, operators, and types of PLC, as given ? 1, are exactly the types, terms, and
formulae respectively of type theory given in Lambek and Scott [1986]. (Actually,
Lambek and Scott include I and v in their formulae, which we omit, but that is
inessential.) The terms of PLC are exactly the derivations of type theory, were it to
be considered a deductive system.
However, when we get around to including a natural numbers object, there is a
significant breakdown in the analogy: each system would add N as a type, but that
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has a different meaning in the two systems. Similarly, when we consider equality
types, in PLC two terms will determine an equality (sub-)type, whereas in type
theory, two terms determine an equality formula-"term" has a different significance in each system.
The analogy is clearest when considering the categorical structures, particularly
if instead of toposes we use triposes to interpret type theory. A tripos (Hyland,
Johnstone, and Pitts [1980]) is a modest generalization of the structure of the
subobject functor EP -+ Poset, assigning to an object of a topos E, the poset of its
subobjects. A PL category generalises this notion, replacing poset structure with
categorical structure.There is an adjunction between the categories of type theories
and triposes, which is analogous to the adjunction between PLC and PL categories
(although I have presented these so that we actually get an equivalence).
From the categorical view point, the different ways type theory and PLC treat a
natural numbers object is clear: type theory adds N to the base category, whereas
PLC adds it to the fibres. Similarly, equality in type theory permits the formation of
generalised Ef and Hf, adjoints for any f *, whereas equality in PLC amounts to
having finite limits (in particular, equalisers) in the fibres.
There is a small point that ought to be mentioned in connection with this analogy.
In type theory, it is well known that one can define I, v, 3 (ourZ) in terms of A, D, V
(our H); this is not the case once one wishes to consider it as a deductive system. For
instance Hfae ( - a is not an initial object (though it is a weak initial object), and 11w
e Q - flcae A - (a w) o does not satisfy the adjointness conditions we require of
Ea A - a. (Again, there is a "map"from each to the other, so they are equivalent in
the poset case, but not in general.) For example, the closure operator model of ?3
does not have an initial object.
2.5. InternalPL categories. With the analogy of 2.4 in mind, one might ask "what
then corresponds to toposes, which are after all more natural than triposes"? The
answer is the following. (As this has no effect on the rest of the paper, I give only a
sketch here.)
An internal PL category is a PL category (G, S) in which Q is in fact an internal
category object (see Pare and Schumacher [1978]) and G -Homs(-, Q) (on morphisms as well as on objects.)
This means S has certain pullbacks, in order to accomodate the structure on Q,
that S has an object (1 which is the internal representation of morphisms in G, and
that each morphism a: a -+ z in G(A) is given by a morphism A 4 (1 in S, satisfying
certain conditions. From the point of view of PLC, this would mean we had an order
Q? of terms, operators dom, cod: Q? -+ Q(among others), allowing us to say that a
term a is an operator of order (1, that a is of type cod(a), and the free variable of a is
of order dom(a). Of course, Q, has much more structure,since it must account for all
the structure on terms. The point here is that this is very unnatural from the PLC
point of view: models of PLC just do not internalise the notion of "term".This is a
fact, but not a logical necessity, however. (But see Remarks 3.9(2) and 7.6(2).)
Indeed, there is an adjunction between the category of internal PL categories and
the category of PL categories, analogous to that between toposes and triposes. The
reflection, creating an internal PL category from a PL category, is constructed
D

D
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analogously to that for toposes: enlarge the base category by adding a new object (1
and all the other objects and morphisms required by G. (The objects required
include such things as an object o2 of "composable pairs";the morphisms include
those such as dom and cod, required for the categorical structure on Q. as well as
morphisms A -+ (1 and A-+
2, induced by the morphisms and composable pairs
of morphisms in G(A), for example.)
Returning to the remarks in ?0, we can see that the intended idea behind the
notion of a PL category is in fact the notion of an internal PL category. That is, one
should think of a PL category as being just a (weakly) complete and cocomplete
artesian closed category 0; but this does not take place in the category of Sets, but
rather in some other category S. For technical reasons, I have taken the categorical
structure for Q out of S and placed it in the fibres given by G, but this is really not
crucial, in view of the adjunction discussed above. (Of course, it does keep the
structure of S as simple as possible.)
One might wonder why in the type theory case, the "internal"notion, topos, turns
out to be so natural. I would argue that, as a semantics for type theory, toposes are
intrinsically less natural than triposes (than PL categories whose fibres are posets, in
fact); however, since the order relation on Q may be defined equationally for type
theory (p < q if p D q = *T), one does end up with natural models as toposes.
2.6. Second order PLC. Since the higher order system is less familiar than the
second order one, a few remarks about the latter might be appropriate. Restricting
to a second order structureessentially removes the need for S to have any exponents:
at the most, one would expect exponentiation of "depth 1",giving objects like Qi x Q.
but not Q'n. However, since we are mainly interested in behaviour at the fibre level,
this means we will be considering fibres GC,where C has no exponentiation. Hence
we might as well dispense with QA altogether. In the case of the free structure (no
other constants), S may as well then have the natural numbers as its objects, where
the number n represents Q'. There is no alteration to make in the structureon G, but
note that in essence the only instances of Z, H are Q-+ Q (or the marginally more
general 0"

-+

Q which could be viewed as repeated instances of Qi

--+ Q),

plus, if

there are any constant orders A other than Q, Q' Q.
From the "internal" point of view, what we are saying is that Q should be a
artesian closed category in a suitable universe S, with a restricted (weak) completeness and cocompleteness condition giving only these instances of E and H.
?3. Closure operators as a PL category.
3.1. To illustrate the semantics defined in ?4, we present a well-known model of
PLC as an example of a PL category, viz. the closure operators in ??k. For basic
results about go) as a model of the lambda calculus, and for proofs not given here,
see Scott [1976].
DEFINITION 3.2. K = {ac go): I ( a = a o a} is the subspace of go) of closure
operators. K is the set of objects of a category K, whose morphisms f: a -+ b are f
?go) satisfying f = b o f o a.
REMARK. We use "?"to denote set membership, as opposed to "e"which is part of
the arity of an operator or term.
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DEFINITION 3.3. For a E K, T(a) = {x E go): a(x) = x} is the set of fixed points of a.
Note that T(a) is the image of a, and is a subspace of go).
PROPOSITION3.4. (1) K is artesian closed.
(2) There is an object ( of K satisfying T(Q) = K.
"PROOF". (1) 1 is the constant map with value O. bVis the map sending x to
b o x o a. (In Scott [1976], bVis denoted a o-b; we shall also write a D b for bVand
a A b or a x b for Scott's a M b.) The main fact about a b is this:
LEMMA 3.5. For a, b E K, T(a D b) = HomK(a,b) - [T(a), T(b)] and T(a x b)
T(a) x T(b), where for topological spaces X and Y, [X, Y] is the set of continuous
maps from X to Y.
(2) ( is Scott's V = XaAx.Y(Ay.xu a(y)).
DEFINITION 3.6. (1) For d E K, G(d) is the category [T(d), K] of continuous maps
T(d) -+ K. This means an object of G(d) is a map d --+ Q in K, and a morphism f: a
-+ b of G(d) is a continuous map f: T(d) --+go) satisfying f(t): a(t) -+ b(t) is a
morphism of K for all t PT(d).
(2) For g: e -+ d in K, G(g): G(d) -+ G(e) is defined by composition: g*(a) = a o g
and g*(f ) = f o g (using the isomorphism of 3.5).
PROPOSITION3.7. (G, K) is a PL category.
"PROOF". (1) For d PK, G(d) is artesian closed; the structure is given "pointwise"
by the structure on K, and so is preserved by any g*.
(2) For c PK, there are morphisms EZ,H: ?'C Q-+Q of K defined as follows:
D

Z = Ax

A<t
X e c, y> * <t,x(t)(y)>

and

H=

Ax *Ay *Xte c.x(t)(y(t)).

For clarity, we have used some natural conventions here: Ax e a *e[x] means
Ax *e[a(x)], for an expression e[x] in which x appears, e[a(x)] being e with a(x)
replacing x. <,> are the pairing brackets for K, and A<x, y> e[x, y] means
Az*e[iEnz, 7c2z], where 7E1, 7C2 are the projections in K. Note that K has surjective
pairing, so there is no confusion here. (Remark in passing that Hcis almost the Scombinator; H is in fact the combinator G of Barendregt and Rezus [1983].)
There are several routine things to check: that Ec and Hcare continuous maps
[T(c), K] -+ K; that they extend to functors Gc -+ G by composition (to define Ec
and Hcfor morphisms of GC(d),use the same definitions as above, interpreting the
"x" as a morphism of GC(d));and that Ec - Kc -IH c. These are all straightforward;
the main point is this: We are thinking of the closure operators as "types",and of
their fixed points as their "terms". Given f: T(c) -+ K, we think of Ec(f) as the
"sum" of all f (t), t e c (i.e. t P T(c)), and of HC(f ) as the "product"of all f (t), t e c:
EC(f) = "Ete c *f (t)", HC(f) = "Hte c *f (t)". So a "term"(fixed point) of Zcff )
ought to be a pair <t, y>, where t e c and y is a "term" (fixed point) of f(t): if
z = Ecff )(z) then z = <t, y> where y = f (t)(y) and t e c, so that Ec(f )(<t e c, y>) =
<t,f(t)(y)>. Similarly, if z = Hc(ff)(z), then z must be a function on T(c), so that
f (t)(z(t)). Hence:
)(z)(t)
z(t) = f (t)(t)t)), giving Hc(f
.

=
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LEMMA 3.8. Given c PK

(1)
(2)

and f

?

[T(c), K]:

(,(f )) ,~~~~~T

T ((f
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))

t ?, T(c) * T(f(t)),
H t E T(c) * T(f(t)).

The adjunctions Ec -H Kc-H Hc follow immediately.
3.9. REMARKS. (1) The intention in forming the PL category (G, K) is to interpret
types of PLC as closure operators and terms as fixed points. Indeed, G(1) = K, so
closed types are exactly the closure operators, and since HomK(l, a) - T(a), closed
terms are fixed points. However, in this structure the closure operators are also
playing the role of the orders. For a "leaner"order structure, we could have taken
the full subcategory of K generated from 1 and Q by the operations of x and 0" as
the base category instead of K.
(2) In fact K is an internal PL category, via the following trick (which is possible
since in this model, orders = closed types). Define , = ZKc, > E Q x ( - a z /.
By 3.5 and 3.8,
T(01)

<a, b> PK x K.[T(a), T(b)],

so a typical term of type (, is just a triple <a, b, f: a -+ b>. It is now easy to define id,
dom, cod, to show that (, gives an internal category structure to Q, and to show that
G -HomK(-, i) (on morphisms as well as on objects).
?4. Categorical semantics.
4.1. We now define what is meant by an interpretation of a PL theory Z in a PL
category (G, S). For simplicity we assume exactly one free indeterminate or variable
in any operator or term; since we have products, this causes no loss of generality. We
shall say an operator a has arity A -+ B (denoted u: A -+ B) if a is of order B and its
free indeterminate has order A. (Of course, then u: 1 -? B indicates a is a closed
operator.) Similarly a: a -+ z denotes the arity of a term of type z with free variable of
type a. By our stratification condition (1.2(3)), a, a, and z all have the same free
indeterminate, of order A, say; in this case, we say a: a -+ z is over A. (Note that a
closed term of a closed type is a: T -+ a over 1.)
DEFINITION. An interpretationI: Z -+ (G,S) of a PL theory Z in a PL category
(G, S) is a function which assigns to each order A of Z an object I(A) of S, to each
operator u: A -+ B of Z a morphism I(a): I(A) I-+ (B) of S, and to each term a: a -+ z
over A of Z a morphism I(a): I(a) -+ I(z) of G(A). Note that I(a) and I(z) are objects
of G(A), provided we require I(Q) = Q (which we do).
DEFINITION 4.2. An interpretation I: Z -+ (G, S) is a modelof Z if I preserves all the
(nonlogical) axioms of Z, and satisfies the following conditions. (We follow the
notation of Definition 1.1.)
(4.2.1. Orders)I(1) = 1; I(Q) = Q; I(A x B) = I(A) x I(B); I(QA) = QI(A).
(4.2.2. Operators) If a is an indeterminate of order A, I(ac)= id: I(A) I-+ (A);
I(*) = id: 1 -+1; I(T) = T: 1 -42 (as in 2.2(2)). For , z: A -+ ,I( A z) = I(u) A I(T)
(as in 2.2(2)), and similarly I(u Dz) = I(o) D I(z). (Note these are product and
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exponentiation in G(I(A)).) For u: B x A Q-+(, acA, note that Ea A o, Hla
Q-+(, and that I(a): I(B) x I(A) Q-+(. Let J be the corresponding morphism I(B) -+ I(A). Then I(Ea e A - o) = LI(A) o 6, I(Hxa e A - o) = HI(A) o J: I(B)
Q. (Of course, these are just ZI(A)(I(u)) and HI(A)(I(cr)) respectively.)
(x I) I(KU,z>) = <I(cr),I(z)>.
(x E) I(7r
c) = 7i1I(oj, I(7c2o) = 7E2I(U)(PI) I([fa e A: a]) = J: I(B) + QI(A), as above.
(PE) I(o(z)) = ev o <I(a), I(z)>, where ev: Q21(A) x I(A) Q is the standard
"evaluation"map.
Substitution is given by the functor G: for example, if z: C A and o: B x A -+ Q,
let f = I(B) x I(z). Then if a e A, I(o[-z/a]) = 5 *(I(o)): I(B) x I(C) -+ Q. (Of course
this is just given by composition.) Similarly, if a: v -+a over B x A, then I(a[z/cx])
5*(I(a)): I(v[z]) -+ I(o[-]) in G(I(B) x I(C)).
(4.2.3. Terms) If x is a variable of type a over A, I(x) = id: I(o) -+ I(o) in G(I(A));
I(*) = id: T -+T in G(1).
(DI) For a: v A a --+ over A, I(a): I(v) A I(a) -+I(z) in G(A), and I(Ax e a - a):
I(v) -+ I(a) I(z) = I(u z) is the corresponding morphism of G(A), given by
artesian closedness.
z, b: v -+a over A, I(a(b)) = ev o KI(a),I(b)> in G(A).
au
(DE) For a: v
(A I) I(<a, b>) = <I(a), I(b)>.
(A E) I(71ra)= 71 I(a), I(7c2a) = 7E2I(a).
(2I) For u: B x A Q-+(, note that KcI(A)XI(A)(I(A )) is the interpretation of Zzae A - a
with a dummy indeterminate ce A.
I(u) -+ a:I(A)XI(A)(I(u)) is the unit of the
adjunction E -- K. If z: C -+ A, then
e A * u: B
-

-

-

D

D

I(Isaat)

=

;*(I(Is.a ax)): I(u[z]) --+nI(Zc

e-A
A

where 7r1:I(B) x I(C) I-+ (B), so 7r*adds a dummy indeterminate of order C, in
effect.
(XE) For v, p: B --+ (, u: B x A --+ Q, and a: v -+ a = p over B x A (so that now v
and p have a dummy indeterminate a e A), note that
I(a): KI(A(I(V))

-+

1()

D

KI(A(I(P))

in G(I(B) x I(A)). Then
I(Vac eAA a): I(v)-+ I(ceA.

u) = I(p)

in G(I(B)) must be given by these correspondences:
KI(A)(I(V))

--+

1()

KI(A)(I(V)) A 1(u)

D

KI(A)(I(P))
KI(A)(I(P))

E (KI(A)(I(v))A I(u)) -+ I (P)

I(A)

I(v) A

E

(I(u))

I (P)

in G(I(B x A)),
in G(I(B x A)),
in G(I(B)),
in G(I(B)),

I(A)

I(v)

(I(u)) I (P)

-

I(A)

in G(I(B)).
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(We have used here the result, Frobenius reciprocity,
Z(KA(V)

A 0)

V A

(),

A

A

which is true for any PL category. This is equivalent to KApreserving exponentiation, and since KA= ic , this was guaranteed by Definition 2.1(ii)(b).)
(HI) For v: B --+ (, u:B x A -+Q,a:vv-+ouover B x A,thenvhasadummy aA
and I(a): KI(A)(I(V)) -+ I(a). Then I(Acx E A - a): I(v) HI(A)(I7)) must be the corresponding morphism under K -H H.
o e A *a
over B, I(a): I(v) (HE) For v: B - Q.v: B x A - Q, a: v the
in
x
is
corresponding morG(I(B
A))
1(o)
I(a{cx}):
KI(A)(I(V))
HI(A)(IQ7));
in
phism under K -H H. For z: C -+ A, I(a{z}) = *(I(a{cx})): 7r*I(v)-+I([z/])
G(I(B x C)), where 7r1:I(B) x I(C) I-+ (B).
Substitution is given by composition: if a: v aa, b: p Au -a c over A, then
-,+

-+

I(b[a/xj]) = I(b) o (I(p)

A

I(a)): I(p)

A I(v)

-+

I(p) A I(a) I-+

(T)

in G(A).
4.3. REMARK. The essence of 4.1 and 4.2 is that an interpretation I is given by what
it does to the constants of Z. For the rest, I is extended canonically to all orders,
operators, and terms. I is a model if I respects the axioms of Z. For the rest, the
canonical definition of I automatically respects the logical equalities of ?1.1.5. We
summarise this in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION4.4 (Soundness). If I: Z -+ (G, S) is a model,then all the equality rules
of ?1.1.5 are valid underI.
The proof of soundness is by now a standard procedure in categorical logic. For
example, similar results may be found in Seely [1983] for first order logic, Seely
[1984] for Martin-Lbf type theory, and Lambek and Scott [1986] for A-calculus
and type theory.
4.5. In fact, the notions of 4.2 can be used to define a PL category (G(Z), S(Z))
from a PL theory A: the objects of S(Z) are orders of Z; morphisms o: A -+ B of S(Z)
are operators v: A -+ B of Z, modulo the equivalence relation given by the equations
of Z; morphisms of G(Z)(A) are terms a: a --+- over A of Z, modulo the equivalence
relation given by equations of Z; u* is defined by substitution.
PROPOSITION4.6. (G(Z), S(Z)) is a PL category.
PROOF. Again, the details are standard and straightforward. For example, we
show that for any A in S(Z), KA:G(Z) -+ G(Z)A has a left adjoint HA. Given B in S(Z),
a in G(Z)A(B) = G(Z)(B x A), we know that u: B x A --+( in Z. Also, HA(0) = HOC
E A *v:BQ-+, where a is a new indeterminate of order A. Given a: u -+c in
e
G(Z)A (B), i.e. a: a -+, c over B x A, HA(a) = Aa E A Ea[x{ J}]: Hnae A a - llcH
A . c over B, where x is a free variable of type Ila E A * a and a[x{cx}] is a with x{a}
replacing the free variable of type u in a. The bijection
.

KA(p) -+
P

u

+H(u)
A

in G(Z)A(B),
in G(Z)(B)

is given thus: For a: KA(p)-+ a over B x A, i.e. a: p

-+

a where a E A is only a dummy
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in p, let a: p -+ HA(a) be A a E A a: p -+ not e A a over B. For b: p -+ HA(a)over B,
let b: KA(p)-* a be b{a}. That these are inverse is immediate from (H red) and (H exp).
PROPOSITION4.7. There is a modelIO:Z -- (G(Z), S(Z)). Moreover,given any model
I: Z -+ (G, S), I factors throughIO:there is a uniquefunctor FI:(G(Z), S(Z)) -+ (G, S)
of PL categories so that F1? Io = I (with the evident definitionof composition).
PROOF. Briefly, IOsends each order, operator, and term to itself (or rather the
equivalence class containing it, in the case of operators and terms). F1is essentially
defined as I; this is well defined on equivalence classes since I is a model.
DEFINITION 4.8. (1) Mod(Z; G, S) is the set of all models Z -+ (G, S), for any PL
theory Z and PL category (G, S).
.

.

(2) For PL theories Z', Z, an interpretation i' -> Z is a model 1'

-+

(G(Z), S(Z)).

(3) PLC is the category of PL theories and interpretations.
REMARKS. (i) It is easy to check that (2) is equivalent to the usual syntactic notion
of interpretation of one theory in another.
(ii) From 4.7 we have, for any PL theories X, A' and PL category (G, S),
Mod(Z; G, S)
PLC(Z', A)

PL Cat((G(Z), S(Z#) (G, S#)
PL Cat((G(Z'), S(Z')), (G(Z), S(Z)).

Moreover Mod(-; -) is functorial,contravariant in the first position, covariant in the
second, and these isomorphisms are natural in each variable.
DEFINITION 4.9. Two PL theories Z' and Z are equivalent if the functors
Mod(Z', -) and Mod(, -) are naturally isomorphic. Equivalently, (G(Z'), S(z'))
(G(Z), S(Z)) in PL Cat.
?5. Equivalences.
5.1. Given a PL category (G, S), we define a PL theory Z(G, S) as follows: The
orders of Z(G, S) are objects of S, and the operators a: A B of Z(G, S) are
Q.Terms a: a --+
morphisms a: A -- B of S. Q is Q, so types are morphisms a: A Q
over A are morphisms in G(A). Equations are given by equality in (G, S).
In ?1 we defined a PL theory as given by sets of orders, operators, and terms, sets
which had to be closed under certain operations and which had to satisfy certain
equations. It is of course more usual to treat these operations as rules for freely
generating the sets of orders, operators, and terms, and then impose the equations
on the freely generated sets. I have not done that, so that now it is not necessary to
worry about the "duplication" that would arise if we were to treat the orders,
operators, and terms of Z(G, S) above as constant symbols, and then used the
formation rules to generate sets of orders, operators, and terms freely from them.
With our approach it is only necessary to add indeterminates and variables (which
are essentially unnecessary anyway!); the rest of the orders, operators and terms
already are present as appropriate objects and morphisms of (G, S), as indicated in
?4.2.
PROPOSITION5.2. (i) Z(G, S) is a PL theory.
(ii) Any functor F: (G, S) -+ (G', S') of PL categories induces a model Z(G, S)
(G',S'); in fact Mod(Z(G,S); G',S') PL Cat((G,S), (G',S')) (naturally in each
position).
-

-
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PROPOSITION5.3.

(i) For any PL category (G, S), there is an equivalence

e: (G(Z(G, S)), S(Z(G, S))) z (G, S)

in PL Cat.

(2) For any PL theory X, there is an equivalence
(G(Z), S(Z)) in PLC.
Cl:Z
(3) There is an equivalenceof categories PL Cat - PLC.
REMARK We have defined the structure in PLC so that q is an equivalence of
theories, but a more usual approach would give only a conservative extension. Then
in (3) we would only have an adjunction between PL Cat and PLC. This would be
sufficient, however; see Lambek and Scott [1986], where such an approach is used
for type theory.
?6. Subtypes.
6.1. In view of the equivalence 5.3, it is sufficientto work in terms of PL categories.
However, we shall continue to referto PL theories as well, in the interests of clarity;
our definitions and constructions will be informal in PLC, and more formal in
PL Cat.
DEFINITION 6.2. A PLS theory Z consists of four collections of objects: orders,
operators (which include types), subtypes, and terms. The orders, operators (and
types), and terms are essentially those of a PL theory, except that terms now may
have subtypes in their arity. A subtype X has an arity which, in addition to the orders
of free indeterminates appearing in X, includes a type a (over the same orders).
Furthermore, X may have terms occurring in it, as we shall see below. We say such
an X is a subtype of a (over the appropriate orders), or a is the supertype of X, and
write X: c a or a: X. X may contain a free variable of type a; if we wish to indicate the occurrences of a term a in X, we shall use the notation X[a], as before. If
a term a is of subtype X: c(a and has a free variable of subtype Y: c z, we write
a: Y c z -+ X c a. Every type a is a subtype a: c a; we write this as just a. The key
new formation rule for subtypes is:
(=) If a, b: Y c z -> X c a over A are terms with the same free variable, then
E(a, b) is a subtype of over A.
We have built the stratification into (=): note then, for example, if x1, x2 are two
different free variables of type a, then E(x1, x2) must be understood to be an
D

-

abbreviation for E(t1< x1, x2>, t2<x1, x2>), and is then a subtype of

a A

a.

Subtypes are closed under the same rules as types (1.1.2), the supertypes being
given by the corresponding rules. For example, Ha e A * X: c Ha e A * a. Of course,
Z may also contain constant subtype symbols as well. Notice there are two kinds
of substitution for subtypes: of operators for indeterminates, and of terms for
variables.
Terms in Z have arities including subtypes. (We use products to account for terms
containing several free variables.) There are two new term formation rules, corresponding to the creation of the E(a, b) subtypes:
(=I) If a: Y c
X c a over A, then r(a) e E(a,a): czl over A.
(=E) If a, b: Y c --+X c a over A, c e E(a,b), Z[xX, Yx]: C a A a, and d e
Z[a, a], then s(a, b, c; d) e Z[a, b] We write s(d) if a, b, c are clear from the context.
-

-
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Furthermore, there may be constants given by Z, and terms for subtypes must be
closed under the usual term formation rules, as in 1.1.4.
Finally there are three new equality rules for the terms introduced above, as well
as the rules in 1.1.7 for subtypes, and axioms of A:
(= red) s(a,a,r(a);d) = d.
(= exp) If f [a, b, c] e Z[a, b], then f = s(a, b, c; f [a, a, r(a)]).
(= rule) If c e E(a, b), then a = b and c = r(a).
6.3. In fact, one may construct a PLS theory Z as a definitional extension of a PL
theory Z simply: the orders, operators, and terms are those of Z, and a subtype is a
pair (X, a), where a is a type, over A say, and X is a function which to each closed
operator p of order A assigns a set X(p) of closed terms of type a[p/laA]. A term of
subtype (X, a) with free variable of subtype (Y, z) is an equivalence class of terms a: -r
-+ a such that, for each closed operator p e A, for each closed term b e T[p/aA]
in
Y(p), a[p/caA;b/xJ] is in X(p). (Note that variables are always such terms.)Two such
terms a, and a2 are equivalent if a, [p; b] = a2[p; b] for all closed p e A and b
e Y(p).A type a is made a subtype (X, a) by taking X(p) to be all closed terms of type
a[p]. The equivalence relation above imposes equations on t, so that although Z
and t have the same types,J has more equations between types, in general. Finally,
notice that for terms a,, a2 as above, E(al, a2) is the subtype consisting of all b E Y(p)
so that a,[p; b] = a2[p; b].
DEFINITION6.4. A PLS category (G, S) consists of
(i) a category S with finite products, a distinguished object Q, and exponentiation
of the form QA for A in S, and
(ii) an indexed category G over S satisfying:
(a) for each object A in S, G(A) is "subrepresentableon objects by Q":this means
there is a full subcategory RepG(A)c G(A) so that Obj(RepG(A)) - Homs(A, Q),
every object of G(A) is a subobject of a representable object (i.e. one in RepG(A)),
and every morphism of G(A) lifts to a morphism in RepG(A) between the corresponding representable objects; furthermore, for each f: A -+ B of S, fi* acts as
Hom(f, 2) on Obj(RepG(A));
(b) for each object A in S, G(A) is artesian closed, has finite limits, and for each
f: A -+ B in S, f* preserves this structure;
(c) G is "weakly complete and cocomplete", as in 2.1(c);
(d) as a subindexed category, (RepG, S) is a PL category.
6.5. REMARK. In 6.4(ii)(a) we do not require morphisms in G(A) to lift uniquely to
RepG(A); that would amount to requiring RepG to be a reflective sub (indexed)
category of G. Thinking of types as parametrised sets and subtypes as uniformly
defined subsets, the idea is that maps of subtypes should be restrictions of maps of
types, but several such maps could restrict to the same map of subtypes.
6.6. The definition of a functor of PLS categories is clear; PLS Cat denotes the
category of such categories and functors. As mentioned in 2.4, adding equality to
PLC has added equalisers (and so all finite limits) to the fibres of the PL categories.
The price of adding these subobjects is that we must replace "representability" with
"subrepresentability". It would be nice to have a PLS category which in fact was a
PL category: RepG = G.
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In fact, many such PL categories (with equalisers) can be constructed via the
"partial equivalence relation" construction of models of PLC from models of
untyped lambda calculus. The most interesting variant of this is to do the construction internally,creating an object in a topos which is an (internal) locally cartesian closed weakly complete category; this was originally observed by E. Moggi
and J. M. E. Hyland.
6.7. As with PLS theories, we can construct a PLS category (G, S) from a PL
category (G, S). The base category S remains the same. For an object A of S, G(A) is
the following category: An object of G(A) is a pair (X, a) where a is an object of G(A)
and X is a function which, for each morphism p: 1 -+ A in S, assigns a set X(p) of
morphisms T -+ pea in G(1). (T is the terminal object of G(1), and pea = G(p)(U),
which in fact is 1 4 A Q'+i.) If we use F for the "global sections functor"Hom(1, -) in
the appropriate categories, and Y for "powerset", then X E fip e F(A).Y(F(p*a)).
A morphism (Y, z) -+ (X, a) in G(A) is an equivalence class of morphisms a: z -+ a
of G(A) such that, for each p E F(A), F(p*a): F(p*,r) -+ F(p*a) restricts to a map
Y(p) -+ X(p). Two such morphisms a,, a2 are equivalent if F(p*al) [ Y(p)
= F(p*a2) [ Y(p) for all p EF(A). Note that identity morphisms are morphisms of
G(A), that any object a of G(A) induces an object (F, a) of G(A) where FQ(p)
= F(p*a), and that any morphism a: z -+ a of G(A) induces a morphism (represented by itself) a: (Fj,) -+ (F, a). REPG(A) is the full subcategory whose objects
are all (Faa), a in G(A); it is a quotient of G(A) with the same objects as G(A)
(morphisms may be identified).
If f: A -+ B in S, G(f ) is defined by composition: G(f )(X, a) = (f *X, f *a), where
f *X(p) = X(f o p), and f *a = G(f )(a) = a o f; G(f )(a) = f *a (this is to be interpreted modulo the equivalence relation it is well defined because of the
functorality of G).
PROPOSITION6.8. If (G, S) is a PL category, then (G, S) is a PLS category.
PROOF. For A in S, G(A) is Cartesianclosed:
The terminal object is (F T' T).
(X, a) x (Y.z) = (X x YaUA z), where X x Y(p) = X(p) x Y(p).
Y(p):f is the restriction of a
(Y, )(xa) = (yx, a D z), where YX(p) = {f: X(p)
map F(p*a) - F(p*z) induced by a morphism pea p*, of G(1)}.
(X, a), the equaliser
G(A) has finite limits: Given morphisms a,, a2: (Y,)
F(p*a2)(x)}.
E(a1, a2) is (E(a1, a2),z), where E(a1, a2)(p) = {x E Y(p):F(p*al)(x)
G is weakly complete: if (X, a) is an object of Gc(A) = G(A x C), then a: A x C
Q, and for <P1,P2> E F(A x C), X(p1,P2) F(<pl, P2>*a). Then
-

-

=

H(Xa)

=

(HP2 F(C). X(,PA MU)

This means the following: If Pi E F(A), then plHc(a) = Hc(p*a), so its global
sections (in G(1))
T p 4Hp(a) = M(P*C)
C

C

Kc(T) = T -+pla
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correspond to the global sections of p*arin Gc(1) = G(C). (Here p* means GC(pl),so
P*as= Gc(pl)(a) = C <P? A x C Q.) Then HP2 ? F(C) * X(P1,P2) is the set of
such global sections z of p 1* with the property that for any P2 ? F(C), p 2*z X(pl, P2).
(Here p* means G(p2); note that p* z is a global section in G(p2)G(p1x C)
=G(< pl, P2 MU)(f)ff
The weak cocompleteness of G is somewhat more involved. The Cartesian
closedness and weak completeness of G used essentially the ideas of ?3, where F
generalises the notion of fixed point, T (see 3.5 and 3.8). But there is a problem with
Z, in that the "easy" description of F(Zc(a)) in terms of F(C) and F(<piP2>*U)
fails to be true in general. More precisely, for Pi ? F(A), we do not have a bijection
-

TZ
I

C
TC in S;

< PI,P2 >*

However, we do have a construction <P2, x>
in Gc(A
Z (X,)
where ZP2? F(C)
P2 eF(C),

X CX(Pl,

P2)

X(pl,

in G(1)
in G(1)'

> P1*Z?(u)

=

H-* z,

(1)

described below. Then if (X, a) is

P2?(C)*X(,P2),E()

is the image under this construction of all <P2, x>, for

P2)-

Syntactically, this amounts to the following: if Ec(X, a) = (ZcX, Eca), then EcX
is a function so that if Pi is a closed operator of order A, (ZcX)(pl) is the set of all
closed terms of type Zy e C a[p1, y] of the form Ip2(x), where x CX(p1, P2) and P2 is
a closed operator of order C. The lack of a bijection above reflects the fact that
theories of the generality we allow may have closed terms of type Zye C * [P1, ]
other than those of the form IP2(x).
We sketch the details: given <P2, x> as above, z is
<PI, P2 > *o

since

x: T

-+

<PI,P2>*>

<P1,P2

>*KCZ() = P1 (o),
C

C

in G(A), where EcX =
p*. Given a:(ZcX,Eca)-+(Y,z)
let b = Kc(a) *
be the usual morphism A -+ KCZin GC(A)
induced by a. To see b is a morphism (X, a) -+ (KCY, KcT) of Gc(A), one must check
that for any Pi ? F(A), P2 ? F(C), X CX(pl, P2) we have (<P1, p2>*b) o x is in Y(p1). But

EP2

=

<PlP2>*Kc

F(C).X(.,

P2)

<PlP2>*b = <P1,P2>*Kc(a) ? <P1,P2>*,

=

p1a

so this is just the condition that a is a morphism of G(A), viz. that for any z e
EcX(pl), pla o z is in Y(p1), since z = <PI,P2>*ml?X. Conversely, given b:(X,a)
(KCY,KCZ) in GC(A), the induced morphism a = or Zc(b): Zca -+ z of G(A) is a
morphism of G(A), (ZcX, Eca) -+ (Y,). Now we must verify that for any z =
<P1,P2>*qa ' x in EX(p1), p*a o z is in Y(p1). But by the triangle equality b =
-

KC(C Kp) KCEc(b) ? fa b SO

<Pl,P2>*b = pl*(

E(b))

<l2>a=

plea

,

<PlP2>*qa
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So pea o z = (<P1,P2>*b) ? x, and this is in Y(p1)since b is a morphism of Gc(A). (It
is obvious these correspondences respect equivalence of morphisms in G.)
?7. Natural numbersobjects.
7.1. In a category, a natural numbers object N is an initial diagram of the form
1 ? N 4 N; i.e. for any diagram 1 A ' A, there is a unique N 4 A making the
following diagram commute:
N

N- -

1

f

{f

A

A-

If f is not necessarily unique, then N is a weak natural numbers object.
For an indexed category (G, S) to have a natural numbers object N, each fibre
G(A) should have a natural numbers object NA, and for any f: B -+ A of S, f*(NA)
= NB (up to unique isomorphism). It follows from Freyd's characterisation of
natural numbers objects that any (left and right)exact functor preservesthem (Freyd
[1972]), and so if (G, S) is a PL (or PLS) category, KC(A)preserves N for any A, C in
S, since K has left and right adjoints. In particular, if !A: A 1, then !A preserves
natural numbers objects, so NA = ! (N1), and so also for f: B -+ A, f*(NA) =
f * !(N1) = !*(N1) = NB. Hence:
DEFINITION/COROLLARY7.2. A PL (or PLS) category (G,S) has a natural numbers
object if G(1) has.
7.3. Any PL category (G, S) has a natural candidate for a natural numbers object,
namely the interpretation of the type N = Hloe Q * a x (a Doa) Dxa in G(1). Then
0: T -+ N would be the interpretation of the (closed) term A a e Q - A<x, y> e a x
(a cDa) - x (with the evident abuse of notation to avoid projection terms), and s:
N -+ N would be the interpretation of the term
-

AneN

AcxeQ(2<x,y>ecx

x (ac c) y(n{Je}(<x,y>)).
.

For any closed type a (i.e. object of G(1)), there is an "iterator"
I,:

x (auua) x N -*,

I,= A<x,y,n>ea

x (aua)

x Nn~a}(<xy>),

satisfying the equations
I,(<x, y, 0>) = x,

Ia(<x,y, s(n)>) = y(I,(<x, y, n>)).

So N is a weak natural numbers object (Lambek and Scott [1986]). Primitive
recursion can then be defined: R.: a x (N x a a) x N -+ a is given by
D

R,(x, y, n) = t2(n{N x a}(<0,x>,<st1,y>)),
for projections N 4--

N x a

Ra(Xy,O) = x

aG-,and

R(x, y, sn) = y(n{N x a}(<O,x>, <sa,, y>)).

The usual recursion equation is R,(x, y, sn) = y(<n, R,(x, y, n)>); this would follow
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if 7r1(n{Nx a}(<O,x>, <sini,y>)) = n, which is true for standard numerals
s o s ? ? s(0), but not in general.However,we could make N a (strong)natural
numbers object by "throwing away" nonstandard numerals:
PROPOSITION 7.4. Any PL category (G, S) has a weak natural numbersobject, the
type N of "Churchnumerals".The correspondingPLS category (G, S) has a natural
numbersobject (X, N), where X is the set of standardnumerals.
a Qe a
7.5. EXAMPLE. In the closure operator model of ?3, N = Ax
o
A
z
N
is
x:
KAc
of
function
a
"term"
fixed
a
a
(=
(a a);
x(a)
point)
"type"
so that for any a E K, x(a): a A (a D a) -+ a. Here the standard numerals are iterations of the "evaluation" function (1(a) = eva: a A (a zD a) -f a), but N has other
...

terms. (For instance, every closure operator has the fixed point T =-,

so the

constant maps to T give a fixed point of N, which is not a standard numeral.)
7.6. REMARKS.(1) With 7.4 we have all the structure needed for a Dialectica
interpretation, as carried out in Girard [1971]. This would follow a pattern similar
to that of Scott [1978]; I hope to present the details in a sequel.
(2) There are other models of PLC that give rise to PL categories with very
interesting structure. One example of an internal PL category with an internal
natural numbers object, due to J. M. E. Hyland, is based on the partial (or restricted)
equivalence relations of Scott [1976]. The idea is to construct the category Per of
partial equivalence relations inside the effective topos Eff. Per then turns out to be
a locally artesian closed (internal) category with natural numbers object, and is
weakly complete and cocomplete. I hope the details of this model will be available
soon. It is related to the structure HEO of Girard [1972].
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